
                                 
 
 

Press Release 
 
 

The “Beauty Cottage” at the Schlosshotel Kronberg  

Beauty & wellness in the castle’s romantic gatehouse 
 

 
Frankfurt, May 2015 – The Schlosshotel Kronberg offers beauty and wellness 

treatments in the wonderful atmosphere of its historic gatehouse. Here, the 

“Beauty Cottage” pampers its guests with natural cosmetic products from luxury 

labels, mainly by The Organic Pharmacy. The Beauty Cottage offers classic face 

treatments, manicures and pedicures as well as massages. The hairstyling team 

MD Classic, by Matthias Diry, complements the beauty programme.  

 

“We strive to offer our hotel guests and external costumers the full range of first-

class beauty and wellness treatments in a unique setting”, states Franz 

Zimmermann, General Manager of the Schlosshotel Kronberg. “That kind of 

service includes massage treatments in your private hotel room, offered until 

midnight. Especially late check-in guests exhausted from a long journey 

appreciate this special service.” 

 

Naturalness is the greatest luxury 

The Beauty Cottage is located directly at the entrance to the palace garden, 

alongside the hotel’s driveway; and like the Schlosshotel Kronberg itself it was 

built in British Tudor style. The Beauty Cottage is managed by Isabel Siebecke 

and Victoria Gebhardt-Euler. They value the Beauty Cottage as a retreat full of 

peace and serenity, where nature meets luxury. “The luxurious ambience at the 

Schlosshotel Kronberg serves as a perfect setting to offer our guests the best 

purely organic treatments making them forget their daily routine and allowing 

them to regenerate”, says Victoria Gebhardt-Euler.  



Before she became a holistic beautician, Victoria Gebhardt-Euler worked in 

marketing and so she knows about the advertising promises of conventional 

cosmetics. “Our costumers enjoy treatments with the best purely organic 

products you can get. While using high-end natural products, we still hold the 

average price level prevailing in luxury hotels. This is a distinctive advantage for 

our guests”, explains Victoria Gebhardt-Euler.  

 

The beauty and wellness treatments can be booked through the reception desk 

of the Schlosshotel Kronberg (phone: 06173-701 01) Mondays through Fridays 

from 9.30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or directly at the 

Beauty Cottage (phone: 06173-995 38 73). Appointments for the hairdresser 

and massages (daily from 8 a.m. to midnight) can be made individually using the 

same telephone numbers. 

 

For more information, please visit our web site at www.schlosshotel-kronberg.de. 

For regular updates, please follow us on Facebook. 

 
Schlosshotel Kronberg 
The Schlosshotel Kronberg is one of the most extraordinary hotels in Germany, housed in a historic castle. Built 
by Victoria Kaiserin Friedrich in 1893, the castle still mirrors the elegance and atmosphere of this epoch today. 
The historic hotel offers 62 lovingly decorated rooms and suites. Today, the Schlosshotel Kronberg as well as 

the hotel “Hessischer Hof“ in Frankfurt belong to the Hessian foundation “Hessische Hausstiftung”. The 
“Hessische Hausstiftung” is a family foundation. Its purpose is to preserve the cultural treasures of the Hessian 
dynasty in the interest of the general public; cultural goods that have been collected for more than eight 

centuries. Since 2009, the Schlosshotel Kronberg forms part of the “Small Luxury Hotels of the World™”. 
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Tel.: 06173 / 701 -01     Hamburger Allee 45 

Fax: 06173 / 701 -267     60486 Frankfurt 

E-Mail: info@schlosshotel-kronberg.de    Tel.: 069 / 71 91 36 – 75  

Internet: www.schlosshotel-kronberg.de   Fax: 069 / 71 91 36 – 51 

       E-Mail leydecker.katrin@kprn.de  

Internet: www.kprn.de 

 

Owner:  

Hessische Hausstiftung 

Hainstraße 25 B  

61476 Kronberg 

 

The Hessian House Foundation is a foundation by private law. Authorized Board of 

Directors: Donatus Landgrave of Hesse / Rainer Prince of Hesse 
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